
L5920  THE LIVELY SET  (USA, 1964) 
 
 Credits: director, Jack Arnold ; writers, Mel Goldberg, William Wood. 
 Cast: James Darren, Pamela Tiffin, Doug McClure, Joanie Summers, Peter Mann. 
 Summary:  Comedy/drama with music set around contemporary San Francisco. 

Casey Owens (Darren) a recently discharged G.I., who builds and drives 
racing cars,  decides to enroll in college. There he meets Chuck Manning 
(McClure) another car enthusiast, and Chuck’s sister Eadie (Tiffin) with 
whom he falls in love. He quits college and gets involved in the racing circuit, 
building winning engines. After cracking up a prototype he built for young 
millionaire racing enthusiast Stanford Rogers (Mann), he scrounges up 
enough money to build his own and wins a big race. With the prize money he 
pays his debts, marries Eadie, and returns to college.  
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